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Appendix 1 

Appendix A: Descriptions of CH4 Predictors and Predictor Groups 2 

 3 

Table A.1: Predictor variables included in this analysis and their subgroupings used in 4 

predictor importance analyses (Figure 6). 5 

 6 

Predictor Full Name Set (Subset) Subgroup 

delta Decimal Time Series Half-hour  Baseline (Temporal) Temporal 

yr_cos Yearly Cosine Baseline (Temporal) Temporal 

yr_sin Yearly Sine Baseline (Temporal) Temporal 

    

PA Air Pressure Baseline (Met.) Air Pressure 

TA Air Temperature Baseline (Met.) Air Temperature 

WS Wind Speed  Baseline (Met.) Air Turbulence 

SW_IN Incoming Shortwave Radiation Baseline (Met.) Radiation 

    

u* Friction Velocity All (Additional met.) Air Turbulence 

LW_OUT Outgoing Longwave Radiation All (Additional met.) Radiation 

LW_IN Incoming Longwave Radiation All (Additional met.) Radiation 

NETRAD Net Radiation All (Additional met.) Radiation 

SW_OUT Outgoing Shortwave Radiation All (Additional met.) Radiation 

P Precipitation All (Additional met.) Precipitation 

RH Relative Humidity All (Additional met.) Relative Humidity 

D_SNOW Snow Depth All (Additional met.) Snow Depth 

VPD Vapor Pressure Deficit  All (Additional met.) Vapor Pressure Deficit 

WD_cos Wind Direction Cosine Component All (Additional met.) Wind Direction 

WD_sin Wind Direction Sine Component All (Additional met.) Wind Direction 

    

RECO_NT Ecosystem Respiration Night Method All (Carbon flux) Ecosystem Respiration 

RECO_DT Ecosystem Respiration Day Method. All (Carbon flux) Ecosystem Respiration 

GPP_NT Gross Primary Production Night Method All (Carbon flux) Gross Primary Productivity 
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GPP_DT Gross Primary Production Day Method All (Carbon flux) Gross Primary Productivity 

    

LE Latent Heat Flux All (Energy flux) Latent Heat Flux 

NEE Net Ecosystem Exchange All (Energy flux) Net Ecosystem Exchange 

PPFD_IN Incoming Photon Flux Density All (Energy flux) Photon Flux 

PPFD_OUT Outgoing Photon Flux Density All (Energy flux) Photon Flux 

H Sensible Heat Flux All (Energy flux) Sensible Heat Flux 

G Soil Heat Flux All (Energy flux) Soil Heat Flux 

    

TS Soil Temperature All (Soil) Soil Temperature 

SWC Soil Water Content All (Soil) Soil Water Content 

WTD Water Table Depth All (Soil) Water Table Depth 
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Appendix B: Artificial Gap-filling Generation Details 8 

We developed a data-driven gap generation procedure in order to produce validation sets that 9 

closely match the missingness distribution of the original datasets. We first assume that the 10 

distribution of gap lengths in the original flux time series follows some probability mass function 11 

(PMF) p, measured in half-hours. To estimate p, we compute the empirical distribution of 12 

existing gap lengths and introduce smoothing using kernel density estimation (Epanechnikov 13 

kernel with bandwidth 5.0), since due to randomness not all gap lengths are observed.  14 

 15 

To evaluate our imputation algorithm, we must mask out additional flux values to create 16 

validation entries, which changes the overall distribution of gaps in the dataset. To add these 17 

masks, we sample lengths from a distribution q and insert a gap of that length uniformly in the 18 

time series. We denote the resulting length distribution of combined gaps as r = q ∪ p. Our task 19 

is then to obtain q that minimizes the statistical distance d(r, p) between r and p.  20 

 21 

Consider the naive approach of setting q = p, or assuming the artificial sampling distribution is 22 

exactly the smoothed empirical distribution. If the artificial gaps sampled from q are never 23 

adjacent to any existing gaps, then the union gap distribution r will be similar to p. However, 24 

unless the observed data has very few gaps, the artificial gaps could be placed next to existing 25 

gaps and increase their length. The artificial gap could even be inserted squarely between two 26 
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other gaps, such that the three gaps merge to form a single larger gap. As a result, naively 27 

selecting from a distribution q = p would result in a distribution with significant skew towards 28 

larger gap lengths, and thus r would not be close to p. 29 

 30 

 31 

Figure B.1: Histogram comparing the distributions of empirical gaps and shifted 32 

distribution once artificial gaps are added. Suppose the empirical distribution p is shown 33 

on the left. Adding artificial gaps from a distribution q = p results in longer gaps in the 34 

combined distribution r, shown on the right. In particular, the shortest gaps occur with 35 

smaller probability and longer gaps have increased probability. 36 

 37 

However, the above example suggests that we may find a suitable q by modifying p to put more 38 

weight on short gaps. There are two parameters of interest: 1) how much weight to shift, and 2) 39 

the “pivot” gap length on the histogram separating the increasing and decreasing weights. We 40 

incorporate these elements using a family of mixture distributions, consisting of convex 41 

combinations of p with Geometric distributions: 42 

  43 

Equation B.1 44 

 45 

where k is the success probability, and p1, the proportion of length-1 gaps in the empirical 46 

distribution encourages lighter tails by providing a lower bound for k. For any given 𝛼 and k, we 47 

can compute r by sampling artificial gaps from q𝛼,k until some criteria is met (here we stop when 48 

30% of observed flux values are masked), and then computing d(r, p). Since each such r is 49 

random, we take 50 Monte Carlo iterations of r and estimate d(r, p) using the sample mean. We 50 
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then grid-search over 𝛼 and k with a uniformly spaced 8x8 grid to minimize d(r, p). In practice, 51 

we found that it was sufficient to constrain 0 < 𝛼 < 0.5 and p1 < k < 2p1. 52 

 53 

Finally, for the distance measure we selected the Cramer-von-Mises criterion (Anderson 1962) 54 

— a standard statistical distance measure between two cumulative probability distributions. 55 

 56 

Equation B.2 57 

 58 

which computes the sum of squared distances between the cumulative mass functions (CMFs) 59 

of r and p, where L is the longest gap length observed in the distributions. This distance is 60 

selected because it places appropriate emphasis on similarities between shorter gap lengths. 61 

By contrast, other well-known distance measures have known issues in our use case. For 62 

example, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance would only measure the largest absolute deviation, 63 

in this case between p1 and q1, while measures comparing PMFs rather than CMFs, such as 64 

chi-square distance, place equal emphasis on matching probabilities in larger gap lengths, 65 

which are noisier. 66 

 67 

The entire process is repeated independently for each site to select the appropriate q which 68 

minimizes the Cramer-von-Mises distance across the trials. 69 

 70 

Appendix C: Site-specific Gap Sampling 71 

 72 

Table C.1: The number of missing flux entries within each gap length stratum for each site, 73 

compared among original, test split, and a representative validation split. Artificial missingness 74 

is introduced to the original dataset to generate the test and again for the validation sets in a 75 

manner that ensures the distribution of gap lengths remains relatively static within each site. 76 

When an artificial gap is overlaid on an existing gap, the resulting gap length can shift into a 77 

larger stratum. For example, CA-SCB has 783 length-1 gaps and its testing set has 886, but in 78 

fact there are 204 scorable length-1 gaps instead of 103 (see Table C.2). This reflects the 79 

https://paperpile.com/c/cSa8BP/yjVw
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dynamic nature of adding gaps and why we aim to select a sampling distribution for each site 80 

that preserves the relative distribution between gap length strata at each split. 81 

 82 

 83 

 84 

Table C.2: Number of scorable entries within each gap length stratum for each site. Scorable 85 

entries are made artificially missing during training but are evaluated during validation. Scorable 86 

entries are set to be 10% of available methane flux entries. Although there are 10 different 87 

validation splits, the table shows a representative split.  88 
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 89 

 90 

Figure C.1a-b: Observed (left), artificial (center), and combined (right) gap-length distributions 91 

for each site. Note that the observed distribution of gaps is retained even after artificial gaps are 92 

introduced. This is achieved by skewing the distribution of artificial gaps towards smaller values 93 

than the observed gaps, as introducing new gaps will cause some existing gaps to merge and 94 

expand.  95 
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Appendix D: Post-Processing Calibration MLE Derivation 98 

To calibrate the model predictions, we derived maximum-likelihood estimation parameters to 99 

scale the variance of the predicted distributions. We assume the predicted flux Y given the input 100 

predictors X follows a double exponential (i.e., Laplace) distribution, where the distribution for a 101 

prediction is parametrized by 𝜇(X) and b(X) taken to be the mean and half the standard 102 

deviation respectively of the predictions of each of the models in the ensemble for a single input 103 

X: 104 

 105 

Equation D.1 106 

 107 

The goal is to find, using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), a scale c which defines a new 108 

random variable Ya,c distributed as follows: 109 

 110 

Equation D.2 111 

 112 

For the following derivation, we assume that each of the m examples (X(i), y(i)) in the dataset are 113 

independent and identically distributed and abbreviate 𝜇(X(i)) and b(X(i)) as 𝜇(i) and b(i) 114 

respectively. 115 

 116 

The log likelihood of the dataset with respect to c is 117 

 118 

Equation D.3 119 

 120 

Now we solve for the maximum likelihood estimate for c. The derivative of the log likelihood 121 

function with respect to c is 122 

 123 
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Equation D.4 124 

 125 

If we set this derivative to zero and solve for c, we get the following closed-form maximum 126 

likelihood estimate for c: 127 

 128 

Equation D.5 129 

 130 

To calibrate new predictions, we multiply c by half the standard deviation of the model 131 

predictions in the ensemble and use that as the scale parameter of the new scaled Laplace 132 

distribution. 133 

Appendix E: Additional Results 134 

 135 

 136 

 137 

Figure E.1: Scatter plot showing proportion of flux variance at the hourly timescale (as 138 

computed in Knox et al. 2019). against model performance in terms of Pearson squared 139 

across the 17 sites (colored circles). The best linear fit is shown (black line), with a 140 

Pearson correlation coefficient of -0.89 and corresponding p-value of 1.44e-6. 141 

https://paperpile.com/c/1dKkDM/PClP
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 142 

 143 

 144 

Figure E2: Average temporal patterns of FCH4 and best model mean absolute 145 

error (MAE) for each site. Largest errors are associated with the periods of the highest 146 

and most variable FCH4. Synchronous spikes in FCH4 and MAE indicate that the RF 147 

model did not reproduce these outlier events (e.g., day ~250 at JP-Mse). 148 

 149 
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 150 

 151 

Figure E3: WTD and GPP conditions during the largest daily average positive 152 

biases. Biases are clustered within sub-domains of the predictor conditions and often 153 

appear more dependent on water table position than GPP, especially when it is at, or 154 

close to, the soil surface.  155 
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 156 

Figure E.4: TS and FCH4 conditions during the largest daily average positive 157 

biases. Biases do not appear to be associated with extreme fluxes or temperatures, 158 

rather, they are distributed at the highest concentration of datapoints, suggesting no 159 

strong dependency on these drivers. This appears to contrast with the more structured 160 

dependency of large bias on water table depth (Figure E.3). 161 

 162 

 163 
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Table E.2: Best model (RF and all predictors) performance at each site, and on 164 

average across all sites, before (Original) and after (Filtered) training data above a 165 

high USTAR threshold value were removed. The threshold was computed and 166 

applied individually for each site and removed an amount of data equivalent to the 167 

standard (low) USTAR filter. Absolute changes in performance are denoted with Δ. 168 

 169 

 170 

 171 
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 172 

Figure E.5: Observed (a-c), and gap-filled (d-i) half-hourly methane fluxes for 2016 173 

at BR-Npw (a,d,g), JP-BBY (b,e,h) and US-Tw4 (c,f,i). Uncalibrated random forest 174 

uncertainties (d-f) lead to implausibly narrow 95% confidence intervals, given the 175 

variance in observations (a-c) whereas calibrated model prediction uncertainty (g-i) 176 

provides more plausible confidence intervals that contain roughly 95% of the 177 

observations (see main text Figure 9). 178 

 179 

 180 

 181 

  182 
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Supplementary Material 183 

 184 

Link: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SIYYN6PqJGmHrp3W-185 

LzsN2p3UD8THrjr?usp=sharing 186 

 187 

Supplemental Data 1: Predictor importance values of the random forest model with all 188 

predictors, including temporal variables, across the 17 sites. 189 

 190 

Supplemental Data 2: Validation scores of all model algorithm and predictor set combinations 191 

across the 17 sites. 192 

 193 

Supplemental Data 3: Test scores of the random forest and artificial neural network algorithms 194 

with baseline and all predictors across the 17 sites. 195 

 196 

Supplemental Data 4: Annual and reported interannual mean CH4 emission estimates across 197 

the 17 sites using the ANN and RF models with all predictors, with and without post-processing 198 

calibration. 199 

 200 

Supplemental Data 5: Per-year and reported interannual mean CH4 emission estimates across 201 

the 17 sites using the MDS model with best predictors. 202 

 203 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SIYYN6PqJGmHrp3W-LzsN2p3UD8THrjr?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SIYYN6PqJGmHrp3W-LzsN2p3UD8THrjr?usp=sharing

